HEALTHY TOGETHER UPDATES
Things are going well. Thank you for your continued commitment and effort.
It’s now been three weeks since move-in day for first-year students. So far, we have only had
three students test positive for COVID-19. That’s remarkable!
Now the challenge is to stay healthy for the next 11 weeks – until Thanksgiving.
As long as the situation on campus remains stable, we plan to add back some important
elements of campus life.
Starting this week, many of our athletic teams began practicing used a phased
approach.
Starting the week of Sept. 7, we will introduce some limited visitation opportunities in
residence hall rooms and lounges using the concept of “personal bubbles.”

Please be clear: Berry’s behavioral
expectations during this COVID-19 crisis
strictly prohibit attendance at crowded and
boisterous gatherings including parties, concerts,
restaurants and bars, pools, and so on. This
holds for off-campus events (e.g., in Kennesaw
or Atlanta or at a lake house) as much as on
campus. Attending such events is considered a
“flagrant foul”.

Missing class or work because of COVID-19
The need to isolate or quarantine is determined
by our health professionals working with local
public health officials. When students need to

isolate (positive test results) or quarantine (as
determined through contact tracing), our health
team will record this information in the Medicat
portal. Students should provide faculty and work
supervisors a screen shot of this Medicat
information as needed.

DON'T FORGET TO LOG INTO MEDICAT
DAILY!
MEDICAT

GOT WEEKEND PLANS?

CHECK OUT EVENTS AT BERRY CONNECT

WHY PERSONAL BUBBLES MATTER?
The idea of a personal bubble is to
identify a limited group of people
with whom you will spend more time
and have closer contact. Choosing a

bubble means avoiding the risk of
connecting with lots of people and
accepting the risk of connecting with a
few. It’s what many families did when
we sheltered in place.
All of us need to have time with friends
to develop deep and healthy
relationships. That’s part of what
happens naturally in our residence halls. Unfortunately, small, enclosed spaces
(residence hall rooms and cars) also increase risk of exposure. Bubbles limit the
number of people who will need to quarantine if one person tests positive.
Choose wisely. Choose those who share your commitment to stay healthy.
More information will be distributed next week, but begin to think about up to five
people with whom you could form a limited bubble.

COVID-19 BY THE NUMBERS
Confirmed cases of COVID-19 at Berry College are
added to this list when a new positive test is
reported. https://www.berry.edu/healthytogether/confirmed-cases

BERRY:
Moderate / Yellow level of risk.
5 new COVID cases on campus (since Aug. 27): 2 students and 2 WinShape
employees and 1 Berry staff member

ROME/FLOYD COUNTY:
High / Red level of risk
7.9% positive tests in last 14 days
366 new COVID cases in the last 14 days (compared to 165 in late June)
51 COVID cases in Floyd and Redmond hospitals (compared to 16 on July 1)

SEE MORE AT BERRY HEALTHY TOGETHER

